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First impressions

 Differences between the sexes

 Potential claims:
 Failure to recognise the risk

 Failure to diagnose

 Failure to treat
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Differences between the Sexes

 Physical

 Genetic

 Hormonal

 Immunological

 Cultural

 Societal

 Teaching and understanding

 Outcome depending on sex of the 
physician/cardiologist
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Recognising the risk
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Recognising the risk (2)
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Recognising the risk (3)
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Risk reduction measures

 Men achieve fewer targets in terms of :
 Blood pressure

 Smoking

 Women achieve fewer targets in terms of:
 Cholesterol 

 Diabetes

 Weight loss

 Rehabilitation
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Outcomes
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Outcomes (2)
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Medical progress
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 The Good: 
 Over the last 30 years, there has been a reduction CHD/CVD in men and

women in the western world

 The Bad:
 Not true for young women

 There has been an increase in female CHD mortality in the last 10 years in 
Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe

 The Ugly: 
 There remains a failure to respond to warning signs in pregnancy– pre-

eclampsia, gestational diabetes, post partum cardiomyopathy – which indicate 
predisposition to future problems.



Potential Claims

 Examples of some potential claims:

 Poorly managed diabetes

 Failure to treat warning signs

 Failure to anticoagulate in atrial fibrillation

 Angina diagnosis missed or delayed

 Failure to recognise heart attack

 However, see Negus v Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation 
Trust [2021] EWHC 643 (QB)
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Potential Claims

 Issues to look out for:
 Has informed consent been given to treatment (Montgomery)
 Where CVD has developed or a heart attack suffered, were there warning signs 

that could or should have been responded to?
 Has a diagnosis been delayed or missed because of “atypical symptoms” 

(Bolam/Bolitho)

 What does the medical expert say?

 Causation

 Quantum
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Failures in Treatment

 Look at first how treatments are trialled and made available

 What this leads to 
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Treatment Trial Process

 Principles of research (male based)

 Pre-clinical - animal models, mice, dogs, pigs (male based)

 Clinical - phase 1, 2 and 3 studies

 Phase 1 - safety

 Phase 2 – pharmacology 

 Phase 3 – clinical outcomes

 Not reported according to sex – included in sub-group analysis only
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Failures to Trial Treatments

 Women make up only 25% of participants in congestive heart failure trials
between 1987 and 2012

 In a 2014 scientific op-ed in the journal of the scientific American complained
that including both sexes in experiments is a “waste of resources”.

 Women only make up 32% of participants in coronary stent studies.

 Women are more likely to experience drug induced heart-rhythm
abnormalities.
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Failure to Trial Treatments (2)

 This borders on the absurd:

 When ”female Viagra” which was released in 2015 was found to negatively 
interact with alcohol, its manufacturer ran a trial on this recruiting:

 23 men; and

 2 women.
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So What? 

 Drugs / devices could be (probably are) inadequately tested in women

 This leads to poorer outcomes for those lucky women whose CVD is caught
early enough.

 We will look at two types of CVD treatment:

 Statins

 CRT-D
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Statins

 Women again under-represented in studies

 However, do gain benefit

 More likely to be discontinued / suffer side effects

 Less likely to be prescribed in the real world (same for HT and HF)

 Potential for liability
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Defibrillators

 CRT-D
 Pacemaker (CRT-D) & defibrillator

 Parameters for having one implanted based on heart
size.

 Recommendations changed
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Claims of the Future?

 Failure to treat to guideline targets (Montgomery)

 Failure to continue with statins

 Failure to refer for CRT-D

 More likely to see negligent treatment of women
than in men
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Thank you!
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